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5.2 MAS for managing the personal
information space: ILTIS

Lorenz (2001)
ILTIS: Information Location and Tracking by

Integrating Services
Scenario:
A human user creates for him- or herself a personal

information space in the Internet and with his/her
account(s):
 Local copies of web pages
 Regular queries to search engines
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Scenario (cont.)
 Interest in

changes of certain web pages
new web pages to certain topics

 Plans to get certain documents
 Interesting news articles
 Lists of regularly read news groups
 Regularly visited chat rooms
 Membership in certain mailing lists
 Surveillance of the own web pages
 ...
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Scenario (cont.)
The management and maintenance of this information

space requires a lot of time and effort and a lot of the
activities have as result that a certain document is not
relevant at all or has not changed.

ILTIS is aimed at relieving a user from parts of the
management process of the personal information
space, especially it is a goal of ILTIS to reduce the
number of unnecessary activities of the user
substantially.
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Basic Idea
ILTIS processes an agenda of user tasks that are created

by the user in interaction with the user agent. The
tasks result in jobs managed by a blackboard (resp.
the blackboard agent). Each job involves a lot of
different processing steps most of which can be
achieved by different means.

The blackboard agent determines the agents capable to
do the processing steps and activates them in their
most likeliness to achieve the required results. After
an agent was able to decide that a job is finished, the
results will be displayed to the user by the user agent
(if the decision is to display it).
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Agents

ILTIS uses three general types of agents
 A user (interface) agent
 A blackboard control agent
 Many different document processing agents:

 Service interface agents
 Document analysis agents
 Decision agents
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Agent type: User agent (I)
 Sit: is described by a set of status variables that are set

by the user
Act:
 ActOwn:

 Manipulate the local file system
 Perform a dialog with the user
 Change/update the user profile

 ActCo:
 Generate the agenda
 Read the work protocol of the other agents and

their results
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Agent type: User agent (II)

Dat:
 DatOwn:

 Protocol of the user inputs
 Local data area of the user

 DatKS:
 Location of work protocol and results
 Location of agenda

 DatKA:
Not used!
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Agent type: BB control agent (I)

 Sit: messages of document processing agents and
own control variables

Act:
 ActOwn:

 Plan sequence of parts of a job
 Write data on the blackboard
 Get data from the blackboard
 Make safety copies of processing steps
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Agent type: BB control agent (II)

 ActCo:
 Start/create a document processing agent
 Assign a job to a processing agent
 Read the agenda and transform it into jobs
 Generate a work slip for a job and store it on the

blackboard
 Write the working protocol and the results
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Agent type: BB control agent (III)
Dat:
 DatOwn:

 Blackboard with work slips
 List of jobs that can be assigned
 Plan for the processing for each job
 Control variables

 DatKS:
 Pre- and Post-conditions of document processing

agents
 DatKA:

Not used!
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Agent type: Document processing
agents (I)

 Sit: Job assigned by control agent with location of a
work slip + values for the parameters of the agent

Act:
 ActOwn:

 Performing a certain processing step of a job, for
example:
Get a document (via WWW, News, email)
Perform a query with a search engine
Determine the type of a document
Partition a document
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Agent type: Document processing
agents (II)

Do a certain text analysis
 Count occurrence of a key word in the titles
 Count occurrence of a key word within the normal

text
 Count the links in a document
 Analyze the names of links
 …

Make a decision using the parameters and
results of other agents as offered by the work
slip
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Agent type: Document processing
agents (III)

 ActCo:
 Get a work slip
 Update a work slip
 Let control agent generate a new job/work slip
 Inform control agent that work is done
 Read the user profile
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Agent type: Document processing
agents (IV)

Dat:
 DatOwn:

 Copy of one work slip
 Local variables

 DatKS:
 Location of the control agent

 DatKA:
Not used!
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Communication structure

 The user agent provides the agenda for the BB
control agent in form of a file.

 The BB control agent produces for the user agent a
work protocol and work results in form of files, resp.
changes in already existing files.

 The BB control agent can communicate with each
document processing agent.
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General Procedure (I)

A user of ILTIS activates daily the user agent that
reports on the work of ILTIS since the last activation
of the user agent. It presents the results of the regular
and one-time user tasks, receives feedback from the
user and new tasks. Immediately before its
deactivation, it writes the agenda for the BB control
agent.

The BB control agent usually gets automatically
activated at good times (in the night, for example)
and first reads the agenda and produces jobs and
associated work slips that are put on the BB.
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General Procedure (II)

A work slip consists of a lot of slots that will be filled
over time by document processing agents until
enough slots are filled to allow a decision on weather
to to produce a result to be shown to the user or to
discard the results, since they are of no interest to the
user.

A document processing agent provides the BB control
agent with pre- and post-conditions that describe
entries in slots of a work slip. If the pre-conditions of
one agent are true for a particular work slip, then the
respective agent can be activated by the control agent
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General Procedure (III)

The post-conditions describe, which slots might be
filled by the processing that the particular agent does
(might, because a result of the processing can be that
the agent cannot fill a particular slot). The BB control
agent uses the post-conditions to generate a plan for
the sequence of activations of processing agents that
leads the fastest to a decision.
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Order/Report Structure (I)

A user task usually results in several jobs that have to
be performed by the processing agents, some of
which may be depending on each other while others
can be processed in parallel. Which processing agent
works when on which of the jobs is determined by
the BB control agent. Usually there are alternative
ways how a user task can be split into jobs (some of
them even open ended) and the user task is finished
when one of these alternative ways leads to a result.
It might be necessary to look at additional documents
to perform a certain task.
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Order/Report Structure (II)

Then a processing agent can order the control agent to
generate a work slip of this additional document.

The BB control agent has to perform the orders of the
user agent. An alternative view on the two of them
can be to see them as one agent using files as
additional memory between active phases.
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Classification in Dimensions
 System model: individual
 Granularity: medium to fine grained
 Number of agents: active agents: small

potential agents: medium to large
 Ability to adapt: programmable
 Control distribution: centrally controlled
 Resources: (a little) limited
 Interaction scheme: simple
 Solution strategy: analytical
 Degree of cooperation: cooperative, selfless
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Discussion (I)
 ILTIS uses an elemental cooperation concept in order

to perform a task that also a conventional program
could do in a more structured manner and much
more extendable than a conventional program could
be.

 Additional functionality can be provided by adding
new processing agents as can be access to new
services on the Internet

 ILTIS can be easily customized for individual users
 For several users, several control agents can

cooperate in order to reduce redundant analysis’ and
costs.
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Discussion (II)

- Despite one master thesis and two 599-like projects,
at the moment only a few processing agents exist,
especially the analysis part of documents is very
weak (information retrievel techniques are needed)

- Not much empirical evaluation so far.
- Development of processing agents requires to be

careful to not to include too much functionality
(develop chain of agents instead)
 development discipline needed to avoid too much

code redundancy


